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Instructions to Candidates 

Answer ALL questions. 

You are advised to show all your workings and rough work in the space provided, 
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Section 1 - BASIC CONCEPTS 

1. Put the following words in the correct columns in the table below: 

Word 
Printer 
Headphones 

Monitor 
Keyboard 
Microphone 

Paint 
Scanner 

Speakers 
Excel 

Mouse 
Notepad 

(1 Mark Each - 12 marks) 

2. Use the words below to complete the following sentences: 

ROM DVD Hardware Trackball CPU 
Stylus Harddisk Digital Camera Laser Printer Web-Cam 
Touch Screen Software Joystick Headphones RAM 

a. All components (parts) of a computer are known as _________ 

b. refers to all types of computer programs. 

c. The is considered as the brain of the computer. 

d. and are two types of computer memory. 

e. All computer programs are installed (found) in the _________ 

f. The is similar to a mouse, and can easily be used by disab led people. 

g. Graphic designers prefer to use a to draw, rather than using a mouse. 

h. The is an input device used by many computer garners. 

i. People transfer digital photos from their to their computer. 

j. The is used to conduct a video-chat session over the internet. 

k. People prefer to use rather than speakers not to disturb others. 
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I. A special monitor which is both an input and output device: __________' 

m. A removable storage medium which has quite a big storage capacity _________ 

n. A device used in offices for fast and bulk printing ___ ______ 

(15 marks) 

3. 	 Our school will conduct a video-conference session (live-chat), with another school in Spain. All 
students on both sides will be able to type messages to each other, as well as speak, hear and see 
each other! 

Circle the hardware which is required: 

(1 Mark Each - 5 marks) 

4. Computers can be networked. Answer the following questions about networks. 

a) Label the below images using the terms LAN and WAN. 

(1 Mark Each - 2 marks) 



- -

__________

5. True or False 

i. A network connecting all computers in a computer lab is considered as a LAN. 

ii. The Internet is a WAN, sharing many websites on different subjects. 

iii , When setting a WLAN at home, there is no need to set a password, 

iv, Many companies transfer files to each other through a Local Area Network. 

v, When buying from the Internet use websites which are reliable and secure, 

vi . Networks are safe and free from Viruses. 
'---

(1 Mark Each - 6 Marks) 
6. Mention two advantages of having a computer network at home: 

1. _____________________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________ 

(2 Mark Each - 4 Marks) 

7, When using the Internet, one must be aware that certain websites may contain viruses, which can 

damage your computer or erase your files . 


List one safety precaution which can be done to avoid getting a virus in your computer. 


Answer: __________________________________________________________________________~ 

(2 Mark) 

8. The Internet is a very useful tool with which you are familiar. 
Write the correct term next to each statement: 

Online Shopping Chatting E-Mail E-Banking 
Social Networking Research Transfer of Files Tele-Working 

a. The Internet can be used to find notes and pictures for your school project: 

. ;.-....
b. The Internet can be used to send a photo to your fflends: 

c. The Internet can be used buy goods from Ebay: 

d. The Internet can be used to work from home, LI __...J 

e, The Internet can be used to communicate with friends using Skype or MSN: 

f. The Internet can be used to pay the electricity bill. 
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g. The Internet can be used to share photos with friends on Facebook. L[___________-.J 

h. The Internet can be used to download free garnes. 

(2 Mark Each - 16 marks) 

9. Health and safety issues are important when using a computer. 

Write two ways that help ensure a user' wellbeing when using a computer. 

1. ____________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________ 

(2 Mark Each - 4 marks) 

Section 2 - USING THE COMPUTER AND MANAGING FILES 

1. John was typing a document and all off-a-sudden the application stopped responding. He was 
going to reset his computer! Help John solve this problem in 4 simple steps. 

Use these images to guide you: 

• .,~:. --~----.---.,;..,.... 
' ........-"'"-'--- ........~ 
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~. -- ,-,----, ., 

-C Lo<teo,p.t" ] 

l~p"~,, I 

Step 1: ________________________ _ 

Step 2: ___________________________ 

Step 3: ______________________________________ 

Step 4: _______________________________________________ 

(2 Mark Each - 8 marks) 



2. John used notepad to type a list of things he need to buy from the supermarket. 

Answer the following questions, using the screenshot below: 

1. Which is the default location where John is going to save this text file: ___________' 

2. What filename did John give to the text file: __________ 

1 . HP Sause 

2. DRinks 

3 . Hot Dogs 

Bread 


Milk 


snacks I Llt!l IjQFIFA08 
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, 	~ MIcrosoft word Occutnent 
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~ l<krosclt PowerPoint Presentation 

~ Adobe Photoshop Image 

: @ Microsoft Office Publsher Document 

~ Wifi:l.ARaI'doIve 

[J Text Document 


[!l W/:lve Sou1d 

~ Wndows Live coj 


~ Microsoft Excel Wortsheet 
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3. John would like to create a shortcut on 
the desktop . Help John use the wizard to 
create this shortcut by numbering in order 
the steps below. 

Select New - > Shortcut 

Click Finish 

Right Click on Desktop 

Browse for location of item 3 

Type name of Shortcut 

(1 Mark Each - 4 marks) 
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4. Look carefully at the picture below and complete the following: 

o . Itt :P s..Jfih" ~ FOld.l, tm!; 

' . .10- 'V)e w~ ~,<srd~strow 
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~ 
- --

HPIM1941.JPG· 
... [)..1.[:" 4f~r 

)PCG l('lage 
aPl(f II~e loskc: ® 

.

• 

a. Write the number that marks the Scroll Bar. D 
b. Write the number that marks the Menu Bar. D 
c. Write the number that marks the Title Bar. D 

d. Write the number that marks the Tool Bar. D 

e. Write the number which marks the Minimise Button. D 
f. Write the number which marks from where u can resize the window. D 
g. Write the number which marks the Maximise Button. D 

h. After maximizing a window, the maximize button changes into a different button. What is this 
button called? 

(1 Mark Each - 8 Marks) 
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SECTION 3 - WORD PROCESSING 

1. Answer the questions in the space provided. 

TAKE THAT 

Take Itl,~t are an English five-piece vocal pop group comprising Gary 
Barlow. Howard Donald. Jason Orange, Mark Owen and Robbie 
Williams . Barlow acts as the lead singer and primary songwriter. In total, 
the group have had 27 top 40 singles and 16 top 5 singles in the United 
Kingdom alone, of which have reached number 1 , as well as having 
seven number 1 albums.tyake I.mI~ dance-oriented pop tunes and 
soulful ballads dominated the UK charts in the first half of the 19905, 
winning multiple BRIT Awards While also spawning two of the best 
selling albums of the decade with Everything Changes 1 

1 Everything Changes was the second album of Take That 

1. 	 The word processing features used to create the effects of the title 'TAKE THAT' are referred to as 
__________________ and __________________. 

ii. 	 The text in the paragraph is aligned to the _________________ 

iii. A new paragraph needs to be created after " .....number 1 albums" (in line 6). To do this one has to 
place a blinking cursor at the end of the sentence and hit the key on the 
keyboard. 

iv. At the end of the 9th line after the text Everything Changes the number 1 is fonnatted with a special 
effect called ________________ 

v. 	 The word processing featured used to create the effect for the text BRIT Awards in line 9 is referred to 
as ________________. 

2. This question is about printing. 
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1. What is the name of the button to 
view the document before printing? 

2. How many copies are being 
printed? __. 

3. Which pages are being printed? 

4. I need to print all the pages in the 
document. Show how this can be 
done by writing the settings on the 
picture on the left. 




